Job opportunity for:
Systems & Applications Engineer
Silvus Technologies, Inc.
www.silvustechonologies.com

The Opportunity:
Silvus Technologies Inc. is seeking a Systems & Applications Engineer to participate in technical sales, demonstration and support of Silvus' family of advanced multi antenna, MIMO radio and mesh networking solutions. This family of radios is targeted at solving the unique needs of the robotic tele-operations, law enforcement and public safety communities.

This opportunity is well suited for an entrepreneurial technologist with an established track record seeking to join a fast paced, early stage startup company.

Technical Responsibilities:
- Understand the operation and application of Silvus' unique radio and networking solutions and its advantage over competing technologies.
- Prepare and operate appropriate demonstrations for customer visits and equipment evaluations.
- Travel with sales personnel to provide technical support.
- Troubleshoot failures and abnormal situations in the field.
- Collect and analyze field failures and abnormality and provide feedback to the development team. Help design engineers reproduce and troubleshoot problems.
- Participate resource allocation and hardware maintenance to support different sales and business development activities.

Technical Qualifications:
- Very organized and detail oriented.
- Good communication skills, both verbal and written.
- Willing to travel and work at customer site for several weeks if needed.
- Proficiency with Linux is a must.
- Proficiency with TCP/IP protocol and networking is a must.
- Proficiency with RF instruments such as signal generators and spectrum analyzers is a must.
- Experience with operating and testing IP radios/modems is a huge plus.
- Knowledge of wireless communication systems, RF signal propagation and wireless channel, digital communication technologies is a huge plus.
- Proficiency with programming languages such as C/C++ is a huge plus.

Required: BS in Electrical Engineering

Experience: 0-5 years

Citizenship: USA – due to clients under U.S. government contracts

Contact Information:
Interested candidates should email their resumes to jobs@silvustechonologies.com.